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THE SELFADJOINT OPERATORS OF A VON NEUMANN
ALGEBRA FORM A CONDITIONALLY

COMPLETE LATTICE

MILTON PHILIP OLSON

Abstract. The bounded resolutions of the identity in a von

Neumann algebra can be ordered by {Es(u) }^ {Et(u) j if Es(u)

eZEr(u), u(ER. The selfadjoint operators in the algebra are par-

tially ordered by this relation and are shown to form a condi-

tionally complete lattice. The lattice operations are (essentially)

defined by Eysa(u) =AEsa(u) for all u contained in R. This order is

called spectral order and agrees with the usual order on commuta-

tive subalgebras. For positive operators, 5 is greater than or equal

to T in spectral order if and only if Sn is greater than or equal to T"

in the usual order for all n^l. Kadison's well-known counter-

example is shown to fail. The operator lattice defined by spectral

order differs from a vector lattice in the fact that S/^T does not

imply that S+C>zT+C.

1. Introduction. Let a be a von Neumann algebra of operators

on a Hubert space H, and let S be the real vector space of selfadjoint

elements of &. S^T means

(1.1) (Sx, x) g (Tx, x)

for all xEH. With this partial order, S is a partially ordered vector

space. Kadison [l] showed, long ago, that even when Ct is the set of

all bounded operators on H, S is not a complete vector lattice. In

fact, Sherman [3] showed that if the selfadjoint operators in a C*-

algebra are lattice-ordered by the nonnegative elements, then the

algebra is commutative.

The purpose of this paper is to report on an investigation of another

order relation on S with respect to which S is conditionally complete.

This order, called spectral order and denoted by ">:", is not a vector

order on S. The missing property is that

(1.2) A - B>~0
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does not imply

(1.3) ;' A>-B

unless A and B commute. In that case, A^B is equivalent to Ä>~B.

For positive operators, A~>zB if and only if AP^BP for all integers

p&ïl. This paper is a revision and extension of another paper having

the same title which was circulated privately.

2. Résolutions of the identity. Let (P be the selfadjoint projections

in G. It is known that each element of S finds its spectral resolution

in (P and that 9 is a complete sublattice of the complete lattice of all

projections in H. The latter statement means that the supremum of

a family in <? in the lattice of all projections is an element of (P. A

resolution of the identity in Û is a right-continuous isotone map F

of the line R into (P such that there exists m > 0 such that

(2.1) F(w) =0, u< — m    and

(2.2) t{u)=I, u>m.

By the uniqueness assertion of the spectral theorem, it is known

that C, the set of resolutions of the identity in Ä, is in one-to-one

correspondence with S.

Definition 1. Let Si and S2 be selfadjoint elements of the von

Neumann algebra 6t. Let Fi and T2 be the resolutions of the identity

of Si and S2, respectively. Sü<S2 if

(2.3) Ti{u) à T2iu),       uER.

The order "r<" will be called spectral order. (It is clear that spectral

order is partial order in S.)

Lemma 1. Let {Ta} ae.A E C and suppose there exists TE G such that

(2.4) Tiu) ú Tai«),       uER, « G A.

Define

(2.5) Wiu) =  A   Taiu),       uER-
aSA

Then WE e. If YE e is such that

(2.6) Wiu) ^ F(w) g Taiu),       uER, olE A,

then

(2.7) W = Y.

Proof. Let m be the bound on F required in (2.1) and (2.2). Let

ma be the bound for F„ for some aEA. Then, Wiu) =0, u < —ma, and
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W(u) = I for u>m. Thus, W has a bound max{m, ma}. W is clearly

an isotone map of R into (P.

W is right-continuous. For,

(2.8)
A w(v) = A ( A  Ta(v)\ = A ( A F„(t'))

A ra(«) = w(u).
a&A

Thus,   WEG-  The  last  assertion  is  clear  from   the  definition  of

W.    Q.E.D.
If T is any isotone map of R into (P, then F is called bounded if it

satisfies (2.1) and (2.2) for some finite number m>0.

Lemma 2. If T is a bounded isotone map of R into (P, then T deter-

mines a unique element TrEQby defining

(2.9) Tr(u) = A  T(v).
t>>u

Tr is called the right-regularization of T.

Proof. Let e>0 be any positive number. If m is a bound for T,

then m+t is a bound for Tr. Tr is an isotone map of R into (P. It re-

mains to show that Tr is right-continuous.

(2.10) A   TT(v) =  A   A   T(w) =   A   T(w) = Tr(u).
V>U tî>M  W>V IP>U

TrEe.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 3. Let { Fa}aexCC and suppose there exists TEQ such that

(2.11) T(u) â Ta(u),       uER, aE A.

Define

(2.12) V(u) =   V  Ta(u),       uER-
aEA

Then Visa bounded isotone map of R into (P. V„ the right-regularization

of V, is contained in 6 and has the property that if YE C and

(2.13) Vr(u) ^ Y(u) è Ta(u),       uER, ccEA,

then

(2.14) Vr = Y.

Proof. F is a bounded isotone map by arguments analogous to

those used in the proof of Lemma 1. VrE 6 by Lemma 2. Vr(u) ^ V(u)
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by the definition of the right-regularization given in equation (2.9).

It follows that

(2.15) Vriu) ^ F(«) ^ Viu),       uER-

But then, for all uER,

(2.16) F(«) g Vr{u) =  A  Viv) ̂   A   F(») = F(m).

So F= Vr.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 1. S is a conditionally complete lattice under the partial

order ">:".

Proof. In Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, it has been shown that C is a condi-

tionally complete lattice under the reverse of the product order deter-

mined by the order structure in (P. Q is in one-to-one correspondence

with S; and the order ">^" in S is by definition the aforementioned

order in 6.    Q.E.D.

3. Properties of spectral order. The purpose of this section is to

compare and contrast spectral order with the usual order on self-

adjoint operators. An element FGS is nonnegative in spectral order

if F>i0. By definition, the spectrum of F is nonnegative; and, hence,

FïïO in the usual order. Conversely, F^O implies F has nonnegative

spectrum and so F^O. The two orders, therefore, have the same

positive cones.

It is known that (S, ^) is an ordered vector space, and that the

order is completely determined by the positive cone. If (S, >z) were an

ordered vector space, then, since it shares the same positive cone with

(S, 2:), it would be the same order. We shall show below that (S, >z)

is not an ordered vector space and that ">^" is distinct from " ^ ".

Lemma 4. Let S, FGS and S^T. Then S^ T.

Proof. Let

Pn

(3.1) fn =   E «inXBin
•=1

be a sequence of nonnegative nondecreasing simple functions con-

verging monotonely upward to the function/(m) =u. We may assume

that these simple functions are constructed on a partition of [ — m, m]

into subintervals of length 2m/n, where m is some number greater
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than both ||S|| and ||f||. Then, clearly,

(3.2) fn(S) Î 5

and

(3.3) fn(T) î F.

But

(3.4) (fn(T)x, x) ^ (fn(S)x, x),        x E H,

as direct calculation easily shows. Hence,

(3.5) (Sx, x) ^ (fn(S)x, x) ^ (fn(T)x, x),       « = 1, 2, • • • .

Taking the limit on the right-hand side, we have

(3.6) (Sx, x) è (Tx, x),       xEH.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 2. Let S, TES. If S and T commute, 5>r_F is equivalent to

S^T.

Proof. By Lemma 4, S>~T implies S^T. Conversely, suppose

S^T. Since 5 and F commute by hypothesis, the families {Es(u) }usbr

and {Et(u) }u&r commute. If S>zT does not hold, there exists uER

such that

(3.7) Es(u)Et(u) = ET(u)Es(u) < Es(u).

This means that there exists ani^O such that

(3.8) x E Es(u)(I - ET(u))H.

According to Theorem 5 in Lengyel and Stone's paper [2],

(3.9) (Sx, x) ¿ u(x, x)

since u is the least upper bound of the form (Sx, x) on Es(u)H. On the

other hand,

(3.10) (Tx, x) > u(x, x)

because xE(I — ET(u))H and u is the greatest lower bound of the

form (Fx, x).    Q.E.D.

Finally, spectral order can be characterized in terms of the usual

order.

Theorem 3. Let A and B be bounded positive selfadjoint operators on

H. Then A>iB if and only if AP^BP for p = 1,2,

Proof. According to Lengyel and Stone  [2], if A is a bounded
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positive selfadjoint operator, then for each uER the spectral projec-

tion EA(u) is the projection on the closed linear manifold

(3.12) mA(u) = {x\ \\Apx\\ ^ up\\x\\, p 2: l}.

But,

(3.13) |MP*[|2 = iA2px, x) S: (B2px, x) = \\B»x\\2.

Hence,

(3.14) m.B(u)DmiA(u),

and

(3.15) EB(u)^EA(u),       uER.

This implies, by definition,

(3.16) A^B.

Conversely, suppose A >^B. We wish to show that

(3.17) j  up(EA(du)x, x) ^   I  up(EB(du)x, x)

for all xEH and p = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ . Exactly the same sequence of simple

functions mentioned in the proof of Lemma 4 can be employed to

show that

(3.18) (fn(A)x,x)U^x,x) and

(3.19) ifniB)x,x)UBpx,x)
for all xEH and p = 1, 2, • • • . Because of the nondecreasing charac-

ter of/„ as a function of uER, it is easy to show by direct calculation

that

(3.20) ifniA)x, x) ^ ifniB)x, x)

for xEH and p = i, 2, • • • . (3.17) follows by taking limits on n.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 1. Let A and B be bounded positive selfadjoint operators

on H. Let D be a bounded closed interval which contains the spectra of

both A and B. Then A>-B if and only if for all f continuous and non-

decreasing on D,fiA) S:/(J5).

Proof. up is continuous and nondecreasing on D for p = 1, 2, • • • .

This implies the sufficiency of the condition/(vl) =è/(.B). The proof of

necessity follows by exactly the same approximation argument used

in the proof of the theorem.    Q.E.D.

Finally, let us show that spectral order and the usual order are
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distinct. The following example is essentially due to Kadison [l ]. Let

H be a three-dimensional complex Hubert space with orthogonal basis

{ex, e2, e3}. Let M be the closed subspace spanned by ex and e2. Pi is

projection on e< for i = 1, 2, 3. Q is projection on M. Let A be the oper-

ator on M whose matrix is given by

(3.21) A
_/-l    21'2\

V21/Î    -1/'

The selfadjoint operator AQ is neither positive nor negative in the

usual order of selfadjoint operators. Thus, it is neither bounded above

nor below by the zero operator. Px and P2 are commuting orthogonal

projections. By the remark above, they have infimum 0 in spectral

order. Suppose that 0 was the infimum in the usual order. A contra-

diction is reached if it can be shown that AQ is less than Px and P2 in

the usual order; for, in that case, 0 is not the greatest of the lower

bounds since A Q and 0 are not even comparable.

In matrix form on H,

(3.22) Pa - AQ «

[2        21'2    0

21'2    1        0

0 0 0

By the usual test, this is a positive matrix and so defines a positive

operator. In fact, the eigenvalues are X = 0 and X = 3. Because the

usual order is a vector order Pi — A Q^O if and only if Px^AQ. Similar

calculations show thatPi^AQ. Therefore, 0 is not the infimum in the

usual order and so the two orders are distinct.

By remarks above, it is certainly true that Pi — AQ>-0. Let us show

that Px>-AQ does not hold. The spectral resolution of Pi is given by

(3.23) E(u)=0, -» <u<0;

(3.24) E(u)=Pi+P3, 0gw<l;
(3.25) E(u)=I, l^u<oo.

The eigenvalues of AQ are X= -1-2»2, 0, and -1+21'2. To the

eigenvalue X= — 1—21'2 corresponds the projection on the subspace

of vectors of the form

(3.26)

0

where a is any complex number. Call this projection Qx. Pi is clearly

projection on the subspace corresponding to the eigenvalue X = 0. Qs,
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projection on the subspace of vectors of the form

(3.27)

10 J
corresponds to the eigenvalue X = — 1 +21/2. Therefore, the resolution

of the identity for AQ is given by

(3.28) F(w)=0, -oo <M<-l-21'2;

(3.29) Fiu)=Qi, -l-21'2^w<0;

(3.30) F(u)=Qi+P3, 0^íí<-1+2"2;

(3.31) F(u)=I, -1+21'2^m<°°.

It is easy to see that F(0)i/ neither contains nor is contained in

£(0)i7. Hence, Pi^A Q does not hold.
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